Travel to Italy via the Internet

italyMONDO! has been America’s most trusted provider of Italian heritage products and
services since 2006. Whether you want to discover your story with in-depth Family Tree
research, find relatives living in Italy with our popular FamilyFinder service, walk in your
ancestor’s footsteps on a custom designed Heritage Tour or obtain Dual Italian-American
Citizenship, our experienced staff can make it happen.
So, what are you waiting for? Contact italyMONDO! today and discover your own Italian roots!

Visit here: http://www.italymondo.com

Envisioning a travel company that would be a unique source for all things Italian, Select Italy's
Italian born President, Andrea Sertoli, founded the company in 1997 keeping his pulse on new
discoveries, whether it be a destination, event or accommodation. Select Italy was created out of
the desire to offer a specialized, custom oriented travel service with the ability to produce stateof-the-art tours, itineraries and activities. Through a vast network of suppliers and cultural
contacts, Select Italy has quickly established itself as a fast-growing operator in the industry.
With its main offices in Chicago, IL and representatives in Italy, Select Italy's staff is comprised
of native Italian and American travel professionals, all of whom are knowledgeable, dedicated
and have a passion for Italy. Our carefully selected guides and liaisons in Italy are specialized in
the areas of archaeology, art history and the academic world to ensure the highest level of
service. Select Italy is committed to creating the perfect vacation and maximizing enjoyment in
Italy for our clients by adhering to the highest standards of professionalism.

For the latest news about Select Italy check out http://selectitaly.com/pressroom.php
and http://selectitaly.com/newsletter.php

My Paesano is Dedicated
to Those Who Love the Italian Lifestyle and Culture.
Getting there and Beyond...
Visit here: http://www.mypaesano.com

Abruzzo Cherry-Picked; the holiday & lifestyle guide to Italy's Rocky Heart
Visit here: http://www.lifeinabruzzo.com

BELL'AVVENTURA
TRIPPING THROUGH LIFE.
Visit here: http://www.bellavventura.blogspot.com/

Luxury, personalized and food inspired tours to Calabria, Sicily and the Castelli Romani near
Rome.
In Italy Tours specializes in custom tours of Calabria for discerning independent travellers to
Italy looking for authentic cooking lessons, food and wine tasting experiences in the
company of local people.
One day, four day or week long itineraries and vacations can be booked, which include
accommodation, walking tours, private driver and excursions from Tropea.
As well as Calabria, In Italy Tours has also created unique gastronomic packages to the
Roman Hills or Castelli Romani, as well as luxury yacht cruises to Sicily and the Aeolian
Islands.

Visit here: http://www.initalytours.com/

We've often been called the Culinary Concierge of Italy. Ciao Laura, LLC is the premier
provider of cooking lessons, cooking vacations and culinary based programs throughout Italy
and we have testimonials to prove it!
All of our programs are hand-picked through extensive research, recommendations, and annual
site visits. We feel strongly that a quality experience begins with providing a good match
between the client and the program - and we treat each of our clients as we would treat our very
own family.
We do our best to provide the best suitable match for all of our clients based on individual levels
of cooking experience, personal taste, budget and time constraints.
Ciao Laura was named after the company's owner Laura Faust. Over the course of her life she
has enjoyed a love of travel, cooking, and a never-ending quest for her next great culinary
adventure.

Visit here: http://www.ciaolaura.com

Nancy Aiello Tours is a private Italy tour planning company offering personalized Italy tours
to enjoy Rome and Vatican guided tour, private Florence tour, private tour of Venice designed to
discover the best Italy has to offer for the discerning travelers visiting Italy.
Based in Rome since 1997 Nancy Aiello Tours offers leisure & business travelers visiting Italy
personalized private Italy tours combined with private Italy travel services to experience and
enjoy Italy life and style as the Italians do!
Nancy Aiello Tours is a boutique Italy tour planning company big on skills, knowledge and
experience focused on offering its privileged guests planning to visit Italy the opportunity to
spend quality time at quality Italian venues with the utmost attention to details and emotions.
Travel to Italy is a great opportunity to enjoy Italy history and culture, visit Italy art and
museums, taste delicious Italian food and celebrate a well deserved Italy vacation, very special
wedding, birthday or anniversary in Italy.

Visit here: http://www.nancyaiellotours.com

A labor of love of Melanie Mize Renzulli, Italofile.com is the place to find all things related to
travel in Italy: current events and festivals, tourism boards, packages and deals, Italy products,
etc.
Melanie is the author of The Unofficial Guide to Central Italy and the 1st edition of Frommer’s
Irreverent Guide to Rome. She has also contributed to several Michelin guidebooks about Italy
including the Green Guides to Tuscany, Rome, and Italy.
Obviously, Melanie’s interest in Italy goes far beyond what can be included in a guidebook.
Therefore, Italofile.com was born to bring guidebook readers and other Italy travel aficionados
more information on one of the world’s favorite travel destinations.

Visit here: http://www.italofile.com/

I am a freelance writer with 15 years’ experience in corporate communications in the IT industry
in the UK. I have extensive experience in tech PR, as well as writing for print and the web. I
have written material ranging from press releases, marketing collateral and web pages, to
corporate blogs, executive speeches and internal news publications.
At the beginning of 2010, I made a lifestyle choice and quit full-time corporate life to spend
more time at my home in Lunigiana in Northern Tuscany. I now work as a freelancer, spending
my time between the UK and Italy.
I first started italytutto at the beginning of 2009 as a hobby because I found it difficult to keep
track of all my favourite bloggers on Italy. As with all blogs, it is always evolving, and in the
future I hope it will also help to showcase my writing.
I can be contacted at info@italytutto.com
SC Parry
Freelance Communicator

Visit here: http://www.italytutto.com

SicilyGuide.com™ is a complete, high quality guide to Sicily, dedicated to promoting the best
image of Sicily through the Internet and assist experienced travelers in planning their trip to the
island. SicilyGuide.com™ aims to:






be a leading source of travel information
support tourism industry in Sicily
improve Sicily’s brand image
ensure a direct contact through consumers and travel providers in the island
favor business and trade

The company is essentially an e-commerce business and will be run around its web site, branded
as SicilyGuide.com™. The web site aims to give unbiased information and recommendations,
such as a guidebook does, but with the advantage that can be updated regularly.

Visit here: http://www.sicilyguide.com

10 years online, 'Delicious Italy' has become the trusted English language
resource for anyone planning an independent trip to the Italian regions.

Our MISSION is to become the most important reference for the independent English
speaking visitor to the Italian regions who is seeking authentic cultural, gastronomic
and historical travel experiences for the purpose of work or leisure.
As best we can, we are continually identifying and proposing the latest and most valid
tourism initiatives from across the Italian regions, as well as authentic local
experiences both old and new.
The company:
Deliciousitaly.com is the online Italy food, culture and history guide by Delicious Italy
s.r.l., our Rome based marketing services company.
As you can see we are a private Italian company based in
Italy, working from Italy and on the side of the Italian
incoming tourism sector.
Please note that we not operate as a travel agency, tour
operator or travel planner, but if you feel our company can
help you practically in Italy, then do get in touch.
View some recent collaborations in our Delicious Italy Blog, a
curious look at the marketing and promotion of the image of
contemporary Italy.
Our Blog is aimed at marketing and communication professionals and also incorporates more
information about our company.
Delicious Italy ® is a registered trade mark.

Visit here: http://www.deliciousitaly.com/visualizza.php?Id=1&area=it

Gabriele Cruccolini
Freelance Event Planner and Communication specialist, has collaborated also with
Eurochocolate, which is one of the biggest event in Umbria. Musician, Mac-User, amateur-Chef,
he comes back in Umbria, from a life in London, for his endless love for the "green heart of Italy"
and to accomplish the dream of emphasize, through events, all the beautiful resources that this
region has.
Federica Lorenzoni
Passionate and expert of Umbria's traditions, history and sites. She currently works in the
communication office of an international brand of cashmere products based in Solomeo
(Umbria). Travel agent and tour manager until 2006, she had to follow the way brought by
changes in international economics and personal events, but her huge passion in trips stays on!
Enhanced by the need to communicate all the Umbria's stunning things.
Visit here: http://umbrialoversblog.blogspot.com/

On returning from my first trip to Italy in 1995, someone asked if I enjoyed my visit. Enjoyed it?
I couldn’t believe the country had been around my entire life and no one told me. I immediately
set out to learn Italian — non tanto semplice for my lazy, grown-up brain — but I was
determined to return and have a conversation about something other than the cost of postcard
or the location of the duomo.
I’ll not attempt not to cover All Things Venetian on this blog (it’s already being done elsewhere,
and better than I could do it), but instead include more personal observations and recountings
of la vita quotidiana, along with some news, notes, and helpful hints to help the curious traveler
to get the most of Venice’s watery ways.
I warn you though, Gentle Visitor: a sojourn here could change your life…it certainly has mine.
Se sentimo…

Visit here: http://livingveniceblog.com/

What is Blog from Italy?
Started in 2005 as a way of coming to terms, or not, with life here in Italy, Blog from Italy is
now part blog, part magazine.
Blog from Italy’s founder and writer Alex Roe has quite an extensive range of interests, meaning
that posts here cover an eclectic range of subjects.
In addition to Alex Roe, three other writers contribute posts to Blog from Italy:


Paolo Feroleto – who writes about Italian design.



Giulia Garau – who writes about Sardinia.



Guðjón Ingi Sigurðarson – who writes about the Italian Indie music scene.

Visit here: http://www.blogfromitaly.com/

Listen live RADIO ITALY LIVE – from New York City – ALL Italian music – ALL day!

http://www.radioitalylive.com/home.live

Napoli – Harmony in Motion
An honest to God, living, breathing, working city, Naples is an ever evolving mosaic. Alive with
colors, patterns and textures, a myriad of disparate pieces - ancient, old, and new create
surprising harmony from seemingly random chaos.
Hence the fascination. Hence the fear.
A fear, though while unfounded, nevertheless keeps tourists away. After all, with a reputation for
being gritty, dirty, chaotic, overcrowded, and dangerous, it’s easy to look down your nose at
Naples. Even most Italians do. But ask a Neapolitan about his city and his face will light up with
pride and he’ll tell you that it is the most beautiful city in the world.
Rising up from the Tyrrhenian Sea, Naples’ boasts some of the most spectacular panoramas
imaginable. A veritable feast for the eyes. The view towards the Bay and Vesuvius is unrivaled.
But the view looking back at the city, that one will take your breath away. Like a field of
wildflowers in the springtime, an intricate patchwork of every color of the rainbow climbs along
Naples terraced hills and its ancient alleys weave in and out, the threads that tie it together.
And it’s in the alleys where Naples’ true beauty lives. A city with precious little private space and
so full of passion, it is literally bursting at the seams. Stores, markets and cafes spill out into the
streets as cars and motos weave in and out of throngs of strolling pedestrians. Laundry flaps in
the breeze and the smell of classic Neapolitan caffe and the sounds of a thousand conversations
fill the air. Some might call it chaos but it is in fact, a perfectly choreographed ballet.
Wander down Naples streets for a while and you will find its rhythm and charm hidden between
the chaotic notes. The loving embrace of two friends meeting on the street, tiny fingers finding
comfort in the chiseled hand of their grandfather, fathers and sons working side by side, or four
generations of family gathering in tiny apartments to share a Sunday meal.
Patrick Brydone said it best some two hundred plus years ago. “It is hard to say, whether the
view is more pleasing from the singularity of many of the objects, or from the incredible variety
of the whole.” Naples is a mosaic. Each piece plays its part, and together it creates a beautiful
harmony. And that is the fascination. That is Napoli.

Visit here: http://www.napoliunplugged.com

